
Where should I start to improve the accessibility of my resources?
Getting started with Blackboard Ally

"I can see red and orange dials in my module"
First of all, only you and other instructors in your course or module 
can see the Blackboard Ally indicator dials. Students cannot see 
the indicator dials. The only purpose of the indicator dials is to 
rate the accessibility of your resource. Ally does this by comparing 
your resource to a checklist of factors.

A potential scenario: you copy over content to your new module 
instance. After a few minutes, you begin to see visual dials in red, 
orange, light green and green appear next to your content. You 
note that there are quite a few red and orange dials.

What are the dials for?
The Blackboard Ally indicator dials serve two purposes. The first 
is to provide an instant visual accessibility rating. The second is 
that the dial itself is a button which will take you through to the Ally 
report. The Ally report explains the issues, why they matter, and 
how to fix them. The goal is to achieve 'green' on each dial.

Prioritise what to update first - refer to columns 1 and 2 below

Start with resources that have red dials.  
What are these resources?

Update and replace the following resources first: 

 D Module handbooks
 D Lecture slides or accompanying notes
 D Resources which you require all 

students to read/access, e.g. articles, 
handouts, scanned content from books

 
The Ally report will explain how to resolve each 
issue. For number 3, if the resource is an article 
or book excerpt, this content should be provided 
via your Aspire Reading List. Contact your 
campus library for advice.

 
Issues flagged as 'severe' in Ally which should 
be resolved to support student use/access. 

 D Potentially harmful images which can 
induce seizures (e.g. flashing GIFs)

 D PDFs which contain no machine- 
readable text

 D Old file formats which may not open 
properly or allow accessible file 
conversion

 D Structural issues, such as no headings 
in a document

 D Images without alternative text 
descriptions

Priority issues that Ally will flag
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Needs help!

A little better

Almost there

Perfect!
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